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Lincoln Ri f le  Club/dba Lincoln Shooting Sports  Center  

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2021 

LINCOLN RIFLE CLUB 
You may be saying to yourself, “Introducing?” I know what the Lincoln Rifle 

Club is and what it is all about.  Well, maybe you don’t know the whole 

story.  Maybe you didn’t know that shooters used to gather in a big dirt 

field with lawn chairs and portable tables to shoot targets on the site where 

you now find an established and covered shooting line.  We have come a 

long way over the years with the work and dedication of our membership.  

In the past we were even responsible for our own safety; remember the 

days when members were issued a key to the main gate and would enter 

relying on the safety and consideration of other shooters using the 

“facility?”  In those days we were a private Club and although those days 

are behind us, we still continue to offer and maintain a safe and friendly 

shooting venue for not only our membership, but the public as well.  Open-

ing our Ranges to the public has allowed us to offer the shooting sports to 

an entire community of interested shooters and provide firearm safety and 

educational instruction. Our Club has a very colorful and interesting past, 

supports several shooting disciplines, and inside this edition of our news-

letter we share our history, detail our matches and tip our hats to last 

year’s award winners.   
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MATCH NAME 

MATCH DIRECTORS  

NAME 

MATCH DIRECTORS 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

CAST BULLET MIKE DAVIS boggs3372@gmail.com 

CCW HOLSTER PRACTICE RYAN WATTS rk5150@gmail.com 

CLUB HIGH POWER SCOTT BONIVERT smbonivert@gmail.com 

CMP CHUCK RIGLICK cpriglick@yahoo.com 

CONVENTIONAL PISTOL SCOTT OLIN scottyolin@msn.com 

COMBAT ACTION PISTOL JASON TURNER 14bullseye@sbcglobal.net 

LADIES NIGHT SCOTT OLIN scottyolin@msn.com 

MULTI-GUN DIVISION JEFF BOYES jeffboyes1051@gmail.coom 

NRA HIGH POWER DANIEL CAMPBELL rosevilleglass@surewest.net 

SMALLBORE STEVE KATSUYAMA sskats@yahoo.com 

SPORTING RIFLE MICHAEL COAD keyluke@hotmail.com 

USPSA JON WILTSHIER jonwilt@gmail.com 

VARMINT MARK PORCO mark95648@gmail.com 

WEEKEND TRAP MARGARET MOORE moorem2@sbcglobal.net 
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The Lincoln Rifle Club and Junior Division, Inc. started as a “hunting club” for the gen-

tlemen of the county.  The Club held annual duck hunts and was well organized by 1923.  

Club members practiced their shooting on the very ground that makes up our 10.8 acres 

today.  As WWI approached young men preparing to enter the US Army practiced their 

marksmanship on our range.  The Club became a member of the NRA in 1942.  In prepa-

ration of WWII the Civilian Marksmanship Program used our range for formal training.  

The Club was incorporated in 1965 as a charitable and educational organization.  Mem-

bership in the Club was formally established in 1958 and dues for the year were $2.50.  

In the year 2000, the 10.8 acres were deeded to the Club and dedicated to Mr. Bill Dill-

man, our benefactor. 

In 1923, the Junior Division began providing instruction in the basics of firearms safety 

and marksmanship through the NRA’s Marksmanship Qualification Program. 

In the mid 1960’s the Club partnered with the City of Lincoln to build our Indoor Range.  

The City provided access to the property and McBean Park and the Club volunteers 

raised money and built the Indoor Range.  The partnership with the City is maintained to 

this day.  The Junior Shooters begin their shooting skills by practicing on Monday eve-

nings.  The dedicated teachers are NRA-certified Level I and Level II coaches.  Students 

progressing through the initial marksmanship program and having shown a commitment 

to the sport may be selected to join the Advanced Shooting Team.  Over the years, the 

Club has purchased rifles and support equipment for our young shooters.   

In 2008, member Scott Ormsby developed a plan to turn the acreage behind the 200 yard 

berm into pistol lanes.  These lanes would provide space for “multi-gun” shooting.  Cur-

rently, we have collected a variety of targets that can be arranged and rearranged within 

the “bays”.  Members are invited join the fun of action shooting at least once a month. 

The Club continues to grow.  We have 1450 members that enjoy shooting at our 3 Rang-

es.  These Ranges are kept in good condition thanks to our dedicated membership. 

OUR RANGES AND HOW WE GOT TO WHERE WE ARE TODAY 
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Conventional pistol matches have been a part of the LRC for many years.  They 

have a long history of being one of the Club’s original handgun matches.  It is a 

non-threatening and friendly match held during those winter months when we 

can’t always get out to the Dillman Range due to the weather.  Participants are en-

couraged to arrive early at the matches to register for their favorite shooting lane 

and still have time to engage in conversations as it relates to current ammunition 

availability, costs, and other shooting related news. 

Conventional Pistol matches are held on the 2nd & 4th Wednesdays of each 

month, November through April, at the Club’s Indoor Range, located in McBean 

Park.  The match is designed to provide beginning shooters, wanting to compete 

with the use of a handgun, an opportunity to develop their skills.  Shooters use 

.22 caliber handguns (revolver or pistol) chambered for .22LR ammunition and are 

allowed to shoot using either a standard pistol hold (one hand) or in the “F” class 

(two-hand) position.  Ammo is available for sale at the matches to those who can't 

find it on the commercial market ($5 per box).  The course of fire consists of 60 

rounds; 20 rounds each in slow, timed & rapid fire formats, on an official 50 ft. 

NRA pistol target.  Registration for this match is a one-time $10 fee and $5 to 

shoot each match.  Additional relays at any match may be shot for a cost of $1 per 

relay, as space permits.  Entry in the Conventional Pistol matches is limited to 

Club members and their spouses at least 18 years of age. 

The Conventional Pistol match supports a long-standing award known as the TOP 

GUN award.  For years, this award has been presented to the handgun shooter 

with the best score during the shooting year.  A perpetual plaque hangs in the In-

door Range listing all of the past winners.  This year’s winner is BOB RADTKE, re-

cording an average score of 501.7/600 with 20Xs.  Bob has been the match direc-

tor for this event for several years and has recently turned over the responsibility 

to Scott Olin.  Everyone is encouraged to chase those winter blues and come to the 

Indoor Range to compete in the Conventional Pistol matches.   
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CONVENTIONAL PISTOL 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2019-2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

STANDARD CLASS 

EXPERT 

 SCOTT OLIN      514.33   33X 

SHARPSHOOTER 

 RON HEARD      485.5   26X 

MARKSMAN 

 CORY TRIBLET     345.33   3X 

 JIM LOUCH      183.5   3X 

“F” CLASS 

EXPERT 

 BOB RADTKE      501.7   20X 

 MIKE COAD      493.8   29X 

SHARPSHOOTER 

 LOU MARSICO      485.83   25X 

 CHUCK BARSDALE     483.00   26X 

 JIM BURTON      472.83   16X 

 LORI KAMBE      439.5   14X 

 

MATCH DIRECTOR:  SCOTT OLIN 
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The Combat Action Pistol (CAP) matches are designed to meet the Club’s need for a match with 

an emphasis on the basics of action pistol shooting, or the ability to handle a pistol in a variety of 

positions, delivering an accurate volley of fire.  The CAP matches are modeled after the older PPC 

matches which required shooters to engage targets in a prone, sitting, kneeling, and standing po-

sition at distances that varied from 3-25 yards. The CAP matches are held at our Ormsby Range 

(behind the Dillman Range) every Wednesday from May through August, beginning at 5:00 pm 

and lasting till 8:00 pm.  The cost of each match is $5, with a $20 registration fee at the first 

match.  Registration fees are used to cover any match costs and the Annual Awards.  The match 

honors the roots of the older style “PPC” matches and is a great match to improve the pistol skills 

of a shooter who is at the beginning and intermediate level of pistol shooting. 

The course of fire requires 5 target changes.  Distances are from 5 – 25 yards, with a reduced 50-

yard target used at the 25-yd line.  Shooters engage the target with 2 hands and 1 hand, using 

both dominant and non-dominant hands, while shooting from all position changes during strings 

of fire.  The goal of the match is to help pistol shooters develop an increased skill set needed to 

handle a pistol under the pressure of a match, all while balancing basic pistol marksmanship 

against time. Equipment needed to shoot the match include a pistol, holster, (gun belt might also 

be helpful), 150 rounds of ammunition and either 4 magazines for your firearm or 4 speed loaders 

for reloading.  

 There are two relays, each lasting approx. 40 minutes, during which each shooter is required to 

shoot 150 rounds for record and all shooting is done from the holster.  The match itself, is 

“revolver friendly”, meaning it limits all shooters to only 6 rounds in each magazine and each 

shooter should come with at least 4 magazines.  Shooting is done with all shooters in a single re-

lay firing together.  It is recommended that you arrive early to the CAP matches, as the relays fill 

up rapidly and are assigned on a first-come, first-served basis. There are two relays during each 

match day. The first is at 5:30, and the second is at 7:00, and if need be, a third relay (depending 

on the number of shooters). 
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COMBAT ACTION PISTOL MATCH 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2019-2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

 

TOP GUN 

KHOA NGUYEN       1462  47X 

GUNSLINGER 

JEFF SEIGRIST      1378  49X 

JASON NASJLETI      1367  53X 

MATT TAYLOR      1311  37X 

DENNIS BIZEAU      1292  43X 

JASON TURNER      1286  47X 

RON HEARD       1254  48X 

 

SHARPSHOOTER 

CHRIS MOORE      1024  24X 

MARKSMAN 

MARK PORCO       867   11X 

CAROLYN HAASE      864   7X 

GREG BEAUCHAMP      847   22X 

 

MOST IMPROVED SHOOTER 

KENDALL PORCE     11.7% SEASONAL INCREASE 

 

MATCH DIRECTORS 

 JASON TURNER 

 JASON NASJLETI 
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Ladies Night provides a relaxed non-threatening shooting environment, held at our Indoor Range, 

located in McBean park.  It begins on the 3rd Wednesday in September and continues through the 

month of May.  The Range is available on the 1st & 3rd Wednesdays of each 

month, with the doors opening at 5:30 pm to both LRC members (NO COST) 

and the public ($1.00), over 18 years of age.  Although designed to provide a 

welcoming shooting experience for our female shooters, male shooters are always welcome on a 

space available basis, with priority always going to the ladies.  The LRC has 2 firearms with ap-

propriate ammunition available to lend with preference going to new lady shooters. In addition, 

coaches are available to work with shooters who want to develop proper shooting skills and in-

crease their marksmanship skills with a .22 rimfire firearm.  Experienced shooters are also invit-

ed to attend and use this opportunity to hone their shooting skills.  Ladies Night 

offers shooters a quiet and even-paced night out, enjoying the shooting sport of .22 

caliber firearms.                                              MATCH DIRECTOR: SCOTT OLIN 

UNITED STATES PRACTICAL SHOOTING ASSOCIATION (USPSA) MATCH 

The USPSA matches are held on the 1st Saturday of each month (weather permit-

ting) and are open to both LRC members and the public.  Set-up begins at 7:30 

am with shots down range by 8:00 am.  Cost to participate is $25; one $5 dis-

count per match is available to LRC members, Jr. shooters, stage designers, and 

anyone helping set-up on the Wednesday prior to the Saturday matches.  It is re-

quired that all shooters attend the Multi-Gun division safety briefing held just prior to the begin-

ning of the USPSA matches. In addition, proof of experience is required to participate in the match.  

Each match consists of up to 4 stages with a maximum course of fire of 32 rounds per stage.  It is 

recommended that you bring 200 rounds of ammunition to each match to ensure you have enough 

ammo for any unexpected reshoots.  All shooters are required to help set up 

and clear shooting stages.  Failure to help with the maintenance of the matches 

could result in a match disqualification (DQ).   

                                                                                                             

MATCH DIRECTOR:  JON WILTSHIER 
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DEFENSIVE HOLSTER PRACTICE MATCH 

 

 

 

 

 

As a CCW holder, you have an obligation to practice, practice, and then practice a little 

more. This range time is designed to give you the practice needed to draw your firearm 

safely and efficiently from a concealed holster, engage a target, and then re-holster your 

firearm. At the Defensive Holster Practice, shooters are run through drills that will help 

them become proficient with the firearm they are licensed to carry concealed. To accom-

plish defensive drawing and engaging, we use a variety of targets ranging from 2-inch cir-

cles to the IPSC standard targets. 

 

This Range time is not designed for beginners, but more towards developing and main-

taining the skills needed to carry a concealed firearm. We provide instruction and practice 

to shooters carrying their firearms from several concealed positions, to include shoulder 

holsters, jacket holsters, and purses. Special accommodations are made to assist shooters 

utilizing a holster that potentially sweeps the shooter next to them. 

 

Defensive Holster Practice is held monthly, on the 2nd Wednesday of each month at the 

Ormsby Range (behind the Dillman Range). Times for the matches are Nov-May 3:30 pm – 

5:30 pm & June – October 5:30 pm – 7:30 pm. Cost to participate is $15 for members and 

veterans and $20 for non-members.            MATCH DIRECTOR:  RYAN WATTS 
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The Club High Power match is one of the longest, if not the longest running match sponsored by 

the LRC.  It is conducted like a practice or clinic for shooters wishing to learn how to shoot high 

power rifles competitively or improve on their current skills.  At the Dillman Range, on the 2nd & 

4th Thursdays of each month, beginning in April through September, this two-part match offers 

new or long-time shooters the opportunity to work with experienced high power shooters.  The first 

part of the match is conducted on the 2nd Thursday and has shooters firing in the standing slow 

fire & rapid prone shooting positions.  The second part is conducted on the 4th Thursday as 

shooters fire from the slow prone & rapid sitting positions.  The complete match is fired on stand-

ard NRA 200 yd. targets.  Club guns and ammunition are available to loan for this match with ad-

vanced arrangements.  New CMP & NRA high power rules allow for the use of scopes 4.5x.  Entry 

to participate in this match is limited to LRC members at a cost of  $1 per event.   

The prone position is the 

most accurate of the three 

positions used in Club High 
Power competition.  The low 

angle may limit your view of 

your target and it also takes 

the most time to assume.  

Special attention should be 

given to your muzzle to pre-
vent contact with the 

ground.  Before rising, you 

should place your rifle on 

the ground, then pick it up, 

being mindful of your muzzle 

position.   

In the sitting position, both 

arms are supported.  Care 

should be taken to avoid el-
bow to kneecap contact. You 

can sit with your legs apart 

or crossed. You can also 

wrap your arm around your 

knee and rest the fore stock 

on the muscles of your bent 
arm.  

With no support other than 

muscle strength, this is the 

most difficult position for 
accurate shooting. It is the 

least effective for long dis-

tances and should only be 

used for short range shots. 

This is the quickest position 

to adopt and affords the 
greatest visibility of the tar-

get. You should stand per-

pendicular to the target with 

your feet roughly shoulder 

width apart. The butt of the 
rifle should be snug against 

your shoulder, remembering 

to keep your finger off the 

trigger until ready to fire.  
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CLUB HIGH POWER MATCH 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

 

HIGH MASTER 

 

SCOTT BONIVERT     1176 51X  98.00% 

CARY TRIPLET     1175 58X  97.90% 

DANIEL CAMPBELL     1165 44X  97.08% 

 

MASTER 

JAMES BAGTAS     1134 23X  94.50% 

 

SHARPSHOOTER 

GREG BEAUCHAMP     1046 13X  87.16% 

ALBERT ANINZO     1032 6X  86.00% 

 

MARKSMAN 

SCOTT OLIN      977  12X  81.41% 

 

MATCH DIRECTOR:  SCOTT BONIVERT 
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The varmint match is open to both LRC members and the public.  Any caliber rifle and any scope 

may be used.  Shooters shoot from the prone position or off a shooting bench using a front rest, 

however, the rifle must be shouldered.  It is a two group match; centerfire & rimfire.  Center fire 

course of fire; 20 shots total, 5 shots each at 100 yds., 160 yds., 200 yds., and 220 yds.  Rimfire 

course of fire; 20 shots total, 2 targets at 50 yds. and 100 yds., each with 1 target reduced in 

size to represent different distances.  Multiple relays may be shot at each match, so there is no 

excuse not to shoot in both categories!  Matches begin at 5 pm on the last Friday of the month, 

April through October at the Dillman Range.  Cost to shoot the match is $5 per relay.  As this 

match takes place during the hottest summer months, shooters are reminded to bring drinking 

water to stay hydrated.  

A “varmint” is defined as a generally small/medium-sized ground burrowing wild mammal, such 

as groundhogs, mice, weasels or prairie dogs.  They are considered economically harmful pests 

to agricultural crops, livestock, or properties. As such, we like to practice our varmint hunting 

skills making sure we are prepared to keep this population in check.  Since varmint hunting is 

considered a form of pest control, and minimally regulated by law, the definition of what consti-

tutes a good varmint firearm tends to vary.  Varmint hunting firearms are described as extremely 

accurate, capable of shooting high velocity ammunition, and are light weight w/a heavy barrel.       
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VARMINT MATCH 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

 

CENTERFIRE 

DENNIS BIZEAU—HIGH SINGLE MATCH SCORE  182 

DENNIS BIZEAU—1ST PLACE      172.75 

WALLY LAURSEN—2ND PLACE     164.75 

STEVE RHINES—3RD PLACE      102.25 

 

.22 LR 

DENNIS BIZEAU—HIGH SINGLE MATCH SCORE  175 

DENNIS BIZEAU—1ST PLACE      166 

DENNIS WYATT—2ND PLACE      148 

 

.17 HMR 

JIM ROSE—HIGH SINGLE MATCH SCORE   162 

JIM ROSE—1ST PLACE       147.50 

JIM BURTON—2ND PLACE      143.75 

CRITTER CRITTENDEN—3RD PLACE    113.75 

 

MATCH DIRECTOR:   MARK PORCO 
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LRC members in their teens, as well as seasoned shooters, enjoy this match held on Thursday eve-

nings, December through April.  Smallbore League matches are held at our Indoor Range, located 

in McBean Park.  Doors open at 5:00 pm with the first relay beginning at 5:15 and the second re-

lay beginning  at 6:45.  This match offers new shooters a place to start and an excellent place for 

great shooters to stay on mark.  If you enjoy the challenge of shoulder-to-shoulder shooting, this 

match offers 3-position shooting using USA-50 targets at 50 feet.  The course of fire is 10 rounds 

each in the kneeling, prone, and standing positions for score.  Match fees vary and are established 

annually.  

SMALLBORE LEAGUE MATCH 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

MORGAN VANDER LINDEN  MATCH WINNER   285.8 13.4X 

 

LILLY POLAKOVIC   1st MASTER   285.6 12.6X 

LOGAN MICHAEL   2nd MASTER   281.8  9.7X 

VITTORIA WATTS   3rd MASTER   280.8  9.5X 

 

CARLETON LINDEN   1st SHARPSHOOTER  274.8  9.0X 

 

AARON HOVERSTEN   1st MARKSMAN   268.0  7.0X 

LOGAN BONIVERT   2nd MARKSMAN   266.2  5.8X 

ALEXANDRIA WATTS   3rd MARKSMAN   264.0  5.5X 

RACHEL BRANDT   4th MARKSMAN   263.6  5.1X 

DYLAN TONEL    5th MARKSMAN   254.9  3.3X 

WILL BRANDT    6th MARKSMAN   250.7  5.8X  
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The Lincoln Rifle Club's Junior program has been providing marksmanship and firearms safety 

instruction for over 60 years. It has produced multiple National Champions, National Record hold-

ers and NCAA athletes. The beginning stage for new shooters (ages 8-20) is held on Monday 

nights. The Monday night shooters progress through the different stages of marksmanship eventu-

ally learning the different positions required for Precision Rifle competition. Overseen by a dedicat-

ed group of volunteer NRA Rifle coaches, the beginners start from a wooden block, progressing 

through prone, sitting, kneeling and standing positions as part of the Winchester Marksmanship 

Program. All junior shooters begin their training here, including the many Junior Olympians and 

National Champions Lincoln has produced over the years. With annual participation totaling near 

120 participants, once the beginners learn the different positions, those that show aptitude and a 

drive to excel are invited to shoot on the “advanced” team, wherein they start training 2-3 nights 

per week, competing throughout Northern California and Nationally.   

In addition to actual shooting training, the team participates in different didactic sessions, from 

the basics of shooting and positions, to the different aspects of mental management of Precision 

Rifle shooting. Many of the skills learned by these athletes directly translate to life skills, teaching 

them how to succeed not only on the range, but in life.   

While based around the shooting sports, the culture of the team is one of family. Many of the 

coaches are parents of current and former athletes, allowing each of the athletes to thrive and 

bond with their friends and parent coaches. Often evening practices are a jumble of shooting, 

laughter and enjoyment of the sport.  The mix of fun, training, camaraderie and dedication to the 

sport are continually built amongst the teammates.  

As the Lincoln Rifle Club's Junior program continues through the season, from September thru 

July, the team looks to continue its goal of excellence and teaching of life skills through the shoot-

ing sports. There is no doubt that the time commitment required to succeed at the National Level 

is incredible, but with the dedication of the vol-

unteer coaches and athletes, the program looks 

forward to continued success for years to come.  
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Lincoln Rifle Club has had three gun competitions for many years (at least 15) and  they have 

been called by  several different names.  Currently, this match goes by 

the moniker of the Lincoln Rifle Club Multi-Gun Division;  MGD for 

short.  In past incarnations we have competed under the auspices of 

Three Gun Nation, USPSA, and the United Multi-Gun League.  For the 

last year and a half we have run the matches under our own in-house 

rules which can be viewed on the LRC  website. Regardless of the name, the game has always 

been the same; shoot a mix of paper, steel, and clay targets as fast and accurately as you can us-

ing three different weapon platforms.  In our match, your time is your score.  Misses add penalty 

time to your raw time.  Particularly difficult targets may earn you a bonus that subtracts from 

your raw time. 

 

Of all  the shooting sports, Multi-Gun is the most equipment intensive, requiring you use a rifle, 

pistol and shotgun.  It also requires you to have a belt, holster and magazine pouches.  You can 

start the sport with the firearms you already own and upgrade as your performance and your 

wallet allow.  

 

First time MGD competitors must be able to show proof of prior 3-gun competition or successful-

ly complete the MGD  Qualification Course.  Several shooters have completed the Q-Course and 

come out to compete.  You aren't expected to show up with your skills already at a high lev-

el.  You have to be able to handle your firearms safely, transition between them while controlling 

the muzzle, and follow match rules.  The entry fee for the match is $25 for non members, $20 for 

LRC members.  Shooters who assist in match set-up the Wednesday prior to the match get a $10 

discount on their next match.  Matches are always on the first Saturday of the month, rain or 

shine.  Spectators are welcome as long as they sign in and wear eye and ear protection 

MULTI-GUN DIVISION MATCH 

AWARD WINNERS FOR THE 2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

 

ANTONY DUONG   MGD OPEN  

JEFF BOYES    OPEN SENIOR CATEGORY 

JIM EPP    PISTOL CALIBER CARBINE (PCC) 

KEN SHELTON   PCC SENIOR CATEGORY            

                                                                                                      MATCH DIRECTOR:  JEFF BOYES 
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"Cast" bullet refers to a solid lead projectile, having no copper jacket.  To compete in the Cast Bul-

let Matches, a shooter will need a .22 LR rifle, a centerfire handgun sighted in at 50 yards, and a 

centerfire rifle, all shooting cast bullets @1700 FPS.  Targets are all knock down metal plates and 

are shot from 50 yds to 200 meters.  This is a long-standing competition at the Dillman Range, 

and we invite anyone interested to come out and see what it is all about.  You might want to come 

watch one time before you shoulder your firearm to take aim at those metal targets. 

 

Cast (lead) Bullet Silhouette matches are held on the last Monday of the month (except May & No-

vember), beginning in March and lasting through November.  Assembly is at 7:30 am, set-up is at 

8 am.  The course of fire is, 1) 40 shots with a centerfire rifle using cast or swaged bullets only (10 

each at 50m, 100m, 150 yds, and 200m) on regulation silhouette targets, 2) 12 shots (best 10 for 

score) on chicken silhouettes at 50m with a centerfire handgun using cast or swaged bullets, and 

3) 10 shots with a .22 caliber rifle on miniature silhouettes at 50m.  Categories are off-hand or 

supported.  Multiple rifles may be used.  Velocity is STRONGLY encouraged not to exceed 1800 

fps, to keep the competition “sporting” and not cause damage to the targets.  Firearms or ammuni-

tion that crater the targets will result in disqualification of the shooter.  

MATCH DIRECTOR:  MIIKE DAVIS 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=animal+silhouette+targets&view=detail&id=94BB39943C952791DC0E3F8C7C1253FE6BBF3A36&first=331&FORM=IDFRIR
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The Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP) is a U.S. government-chartered 

program created in 1903, as part of the War Departments Appropriations 

Act.  The CMP promotes firearm safety training and rifle practice for all qual-

ified U.S. citizens.  Participation in the CMP is available to any U.S. Citizen 

who is not legally prohibited from owning a firearm.  Shooters may purchase 

a military surplus rifle from the CMP, provided they are a member of a CMP 

affiliated club. The CMP operates not as a government entity, but through a 

network of affiliated private organizations, shooting clubs, and state associations.    

CMP matches use any military rifle in its original configuration as long as it is “CALIFORNIA LE-

GAL.” This match is open to LRC members and the public and is published in the National shoot-

ing publications.  Club-owned CMP M-1 Garand rifles and M-1 carbines are available for loan to 

LRC members, with arrangements being made PRIOR to the actual match.  In addition, ammuni-

tion is available FOR MATCH USE ONLY.  Shooters with their own firearms are always welcome.  

Course of fire includes 5 sighting shots, 10 slow fire shots in the prone position, 10 rapid shots in 

the sitting position, 10 shots in 10 minutes in the standing position, all shot at a distance of 100 

yards.  CMP matches are held at the Dillman Range on varying dates each year.  Exact dates are 

posted throughout the year on our Club calendar and website, but traditionally take place on the 

second Saturday of the month for which a competition is scheduled.  Registration for the match 

begins at 7:00 am and the cost to participate is $15, plus the cost of any purchased ammunition.    

RUSSIAN SKS 

MOSIN NAGANT 913 

SWISS K-31 

MAUSER M-48 

LEE-ENFIELD MARK III 

MARCH DIRECTOR:  CHUCK RIGLICK 
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NRA High Power matches are open to both LRC members and public shooters.  This 

is a match for serious rifle shooters.  Shot at 200 yards, requiring at 

least 58 rounds, this match allows shooters to earn or upgrade an 

NRA shooting qualification.  Although this match is shot at a 200 

yards, it uses reduced targets for the 300- & 600-yard stages.  The 

NRA High Power is a 3-position shooting match, with shooters tak-

ing aim from the standing, sitting, and prone positions.  Match fees 

are $15 for each match and no Club guns or ammunition are available.  The NRA 

High Power match is held on the 3rd Saturday morning of each month at the Dill-

man Range.                                            MATCH DIRECTOR:  DANIEL CAMPBELL 
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Trapshooting is a game of movement, action, and timing.  It requires the accuracy and skill to re-

peatedly aim, fire, and break a clay target being thrown from a permanent point at a speed of 42 

mph.  For the LRC, trapshooting is one of the fastest growing matches.  It is popular with all ages 

and we see shooters at our Range from the age of 10—99!!  The shooter takes aim at a target after 

he calls “PULL.”  It doesn’t matter if you hit only a small piece of the target or whether you shat-

ter it into dust; it is considered “dead”,  however if you miss, it is referred to as a “lost” bird.   

The LRC owns and operates a single, 5-position, 16 yard trap facility, located at the Dillman 

range.  On the 1st Sunday and the 2nd & 4th Saturday of each month, trap shooting matches are 

held.  We welcome both LRC members and public shooters of all skill levels.  Equipment needed 

to shoot trap is a 12, 20, 28 or 410 gauge shotgun with a barrel at least 26” in length and at least 

25 rounds of #7, 7 1/2, 8 oz. shot shells.  A 25 bird round of trap costs each shooter $5.  In addi-

tion to the weekend trap matches, the Club also takes its shotgun shooting skills to the Coon 

Creek Trap & Skeet range to participate in local fundraising events as well as skeet competitions.  

Use of the trap facilities can be arranged on days other than those for scheduled matches, by 

contacting our Club headquarters at 916-434-0308 for availability.   
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WEEKEND TRAP MATCH 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

NAME ROUNDS 

SHOT 

AVG. 

SCORE 

AWARD                

RECEIVED 

PERFECT 

“25” 

PERFECT 

“50” 

Brian Talabis 107 23.00 Top Shooter Buckle 1\5, 2\2, 

2\22, 5\23(2), 

6\7, 6\20, 

7\25, 8\8, 

9\6, 9\19(2), 

9\23(3), 

10\24 

1\11, 6\13, 

8\2 

Terry Wildman 51 22.72 2nd Place 8\8(2), 11\1   

Wayne Crum 94 22.65 3rd Place 1\5, 1\25, 

2\22, 4\25/ 

5\3, 5\9, 

5\23, 9\26, 

10\10 

  

Dana Covert 32 22.56 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

9\19, 9\26(2), 

10\10 

  

Conrad Guiang 57 22.47 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

1\5, 2\8, 

4\25, 9\26, 

12\12 

  

Ken Harvey 80 22.41 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

5\9, 7\11, 

11\21 

  

Anita Marquez 56 22.28 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

    

Bob Adams 45 21.95 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

1\25, 6\20   

Mike Davis 39 21.89 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

1\11   

Todd Jashinsky 37 21.54 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

6\13   

Jesse Garcia 43 21.32 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

5\9   

Bill Harvey 47 19.63 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

    

Chuck Riglick 55 19.54 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

    

Felix Dy 59 18.72 Completed 30 Rounds 

Certificate 

    

Lynn Pierce       8\2   

SUB GAUGE           

Ken Harvey 26 19.80 Top Shooter Buckle     

Todd Jashinsky 37 19.10 2nd Place     

Bill Harvey 25 16.64 3rd Place     

MATCH DIRECTOR:  MARGARET MOORE 
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Sporting Rifle matches are held on Tuesday evenings at the Dillman Range, April through June.  

This match is designed for LRC members only.  Match sign-ups are at 5:00 pm, with rounds going 

down range at 5:30 pm.  Equipment needed to participate is a centerfire rifle weighing 9.5 lbs. or 

less and may be fitted with iron sights or a scope.  A sling, glove, and shooting mat are the only 

support equipment allowed.  No shooting jackets or shooting mitts are allowed.  The match con-

sists of 32 rounds at an SR1 target set at 100 yards. The course of fire is 8 rounds prone (8 

minutes), 8 rounds standing (8 minutes), 4 rounds sitting (30 seconds, twice) and 4 rounds prone 

(30 seconds, twice).  Cost to participate is a one-time registration of $10 and a $5 match fee for 

each relay.  The shooting season consists of 12 matches with your top 5 scores used to determine 

awards.  This is a relaxed and fun match for you to enjoy during those hot Summer months.  

 

SPORTING RIFLE MATCH 

AWARD QUALIFYING SCORES FOR THE 2020 SHOOTING YEAR 

 

DANIEL CAMPBELL—1st PLACE    1523    48X 

SCOTT OLIN—2nd PLACE     1485 21X 

CARY TRIPLET—3rd PLACE     1466 29X 

JAMES PICKERING—4th PLACE    1250   1X 

MIKE COAD—5th PLACE     1084   2X 

 

MATCH DIRECTOR:  MIKE COAD 


